
Millions of families have found
shelter and peace of mind under
a Timberline® roof.
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Providing a home means making a promise — of 
shelter, security, and stability. It says to the people 
who count on you, “You’re going to be safe, dry and 
warm under this roof.”

Choosing a genuine Timberline® roof is a great  
way to help keep that promise. 

It’s never just 
a roof. It’s a 
promise, kept.
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It’s a system,
built to
protect
A roof is so much more than shingles.
It’s layers of protection, working
together to keep your home safe
from wind, rain, snow, and even sun.

Peek under the shingles at
gaf.ca/System

Install any GAF Lifetime† Shingle
and any 3 qualifying GAF
Accessories and get a Lifetime†

limited warranty on your
qualifying GAF products plus

non-prorated coverage for the
first 10 years. For even stronger
coverage, ask your GAF factory-
certified contractor1 about
enhanced GAF warranties.

LIFETIME
LIMITED

WARRANTY TERM

†

† Lifetime refers to the length of warranty coverage provided and means as long as the original individual owner(s) of a single-
family detached residence [or eligible second owner(s)] owns the property where the qualifying GAF products are installed.
For other owners/structures, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime coverage on shingles requires the use of GAF
Lifetime Shingles only. See GAF Shingle and Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions and visit
gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying shingles. Lifetime coverage on shingles and accessories requires the use of any GAF Lifetime Shingle
and any 3 qualifying GAF Accessories. See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.
Visit gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying products. For installations not eligible for the GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty, see the
GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty.

1 Contractors enrolled in GAF certification programs are not employees or agents of GAF, and GAF does not control or otherwise
supervise these independent businesses. Contractors may receive benefits, such as loyalty rewards points and discounts on
marketing tools from GAF for participating in the program and offering GAF enhanced warranties, which require the use of
a minimum amount of GAF products.
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Leak Barrier
1

Roof Deck Protection
2

Lifetime† Shingles
4

Ridge Cap Shingles
6

Starter Strip Shingles
3

Cobra® Attic Ventilation
5

Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying products.
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Charcoal

Timberline HDZ®  Shingles
North America’s #1-selling shingle got even better. Timberline HDZ® 

Shingles feature LayerLock™ Technology, which powers the industry’s widest 

nail zone. When installed with the required combination of four qualifying 

GAF Accessories, Timberline HDZ® Shingles are eligible for an industry first: 

a wind warranty with no maximum wind speed limitation.1 And now, with a 

25-Year StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty,2 Timberline HDZ® 

offers everything you can expect from an architectural shingle roof, and 

more. gaf.ca/TimberlineHDZ

Barkwood

Hickory

Canadian Driftwood

Mission Brown Pewter Gray

Shakewood Weathered Wood

1 15-year WindProven™ limited wind warranty on Timberline HDZ® Shingles requires the use of GAF starter strips, roof deck protection, ridge cap shingles,  
and leak barrier or attic ventilation. See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying GAF products.  
For installations not eligible for the WindProven™ limited wind warranty, see GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.

2 25-year StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty against blue-green algae discoloration is available only on products sold in packages bearing the 
StainGuard Plus™ logo. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the colour clarity and actual colour blends of these products. Before selecting your colour, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

STAINGUARD
ALGAE PROTECTION

PLUS™

LIM
ITE

D W
ARRANTY

25

21
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Timberline® UHD Shingles 
Get a thick wood-shake look in an asphalt shingle, along with GAF 

Time-Release Algae-Fighting Technology and a 25-Year StainGuard 

Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty against blue-green algae 

discoloration.1 gaf.ca/UHD

Shakewood

Barkwood Charcoal Shakewood

Slate Weathered Wood

Barkwood Charcoal

Slate

Pewter Gray

Weathered WoodShakewood

Dual Shadow Colors

STAINGUARD
ALGAE PROTECTION

PLUS™

LIM
ITE

D W
ARRANTY

25

1

1 25-year StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty against blue-green algae discoloration is available only on products sold in packages bearing the 
StainGuard Plus™ logo. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.. 

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.
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Literally. When GAF introduced Timberline® Shingles more 
than 50 years ago, we created a whole new category of 
roofing. Known as “laminated” or “architectural” shingles, 
Timberline® set a new standard for innovation and style.  
Today, a Timberline® roof protects millions of families, and 
it’s the #1-selling shingle brand in North America.

It’s the first 
name in 
architectural
shingles

Find the Timberline® Shingle colour that suits 

your home and lifestyle at gaf.ca/VHR
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It’s engineered 
to endure
A GAF roof is built tough. Proprietary GAF Dura Grip™ 
Adhesive seals each shingle tightly and reduces the risk 
of shingle blow-off. In fact, GAF Timberline® Shingles are 
warranted to withstand winds up to 209 km/h (130 mph).1 

And now, any Timberline® Shingles that feature LayerLock™ 
Technology may qualify for the WindProven™ Limited 
Wind Warranty — the industry’s first wind warranty with no 
maximum wind speed limitation when installed with the 
required combination of four qualifying GAF accessories.2 

Timberline® Shingles have earned the highest roofing fire 
rating — UL Class A, Listed to ANSI/UL 790. 

1 15 year 209 km/h (130 mph)  wind speed coverage requires special installation and use of GAF Starter Strip Shingles; see GAF 
Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for details.

2 15-year WindProven™ limited wind warranty on Timberline® Shingles with LayerLock™ Technology requires the use of GAF Starter 
Strips, Roof Deck Protection, Ridge Cap Shingles, and Leak Barrier or Attic Ventilation. See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for 
complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying GAF products. For installations not eligible for the WindProven™ 
limited wind warranty, see GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.

See how GAF LayerLock™ Technology 

mechanically fuses and strengthens the 

common bond between shingle layers.  

gaf.ca/HDZ
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Watch Timberline® shingles resist wind, red hot embers, and water  
at the Wall of Wind Experimental Facility, Miami, Florida. gaf.ca/testing
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UV rays

Storms

Blue-green algae
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Timberline® Shingles are engineered to endure and 
feature GAF Time-Release Algae-Fighting Technology1 
to help keep your roof looking beautiful. That means 
whether you cope with the heat of Ontario’s Golden 
Horseshoe, the winds of Halifax, or the blue-green 
algae-nurturing wet of Vancouver, there’s a Timberline® 
Shingle built to help protect your home.

It’s protection 
from sun, 
weather, 
algae, or all  
of the above 

1   25-year StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty against blue-green algae discoloration is available only on 
products sold in packages bearing the StainGuard Plus™ logo. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete 
coverage and restrictions.
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We can’t do anything about barking dogs  
or car alarms, but we can help you rest a little  
easier knowing your new Timberline® roof comes  
with a warranty backed by GAF, North America’s  
largest roofing manufacturer. 

Compare warranty choices at gaf.ca/Warranty 

It’s a good 
night’s sleep

Every GAF Timberline® Shingle comes with  

a GAF transferable Lifetime† limited warranty.  
STAINGUARD
ALGAE PROTECTION

PLUS™

LIM
ITE

D W
ARRANTY

25

LIFETIME
LIMITED

WARRANTY TERM

†

†  Lifetime refers to the length of warranty coverage provided and means as long as the original individual owner(s)  
of a single-family detached residence [or eligible second owner(s)] owns the property where the qualifying GAF 
products are installed. For other owners/structures, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime coverage on shingles 
requires the use of GAF Lifetime Shingles only. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and 
restrictions and visit gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying shingles. Lifetime coverage on shingles and accessories requires  
the use of any GAF Lifetime Shingle and any 3 qualifying GAF Accessories. See GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty 
for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.ca/LRS for qualifying products. For installations not eligible for the  
GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty, see the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty.

1 StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection Limited Warranty against blue-green algae discoloration is available only on 
products sold in packages bearing the StainGuard Plus™ logo. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for 
complete coverage and restrictions.

1
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Official Roofing Shingle
®

gaf.ca/Timberline ©2021 GAF 12/21 • #027 • RESTL104

Colour shown: Pewter Gray
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